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Context
This small (81 km2) WLA consists of a winding ridge of high and partly rugged mountains, enclosing
Lochan nan Cat to the south and the valley of the Allt a’ Chobhair further north and surrounded by
sloping moorland. With major roads closeby that provide access to the Central Belt it is part of a larger
area of wild country between Loch Tay and Loch Rannoch.
Roughly triangular in shape, it is surrounded on all sides by roads but only one of these, the A827 to the
south, is classified as a main road. A pylon line follows this road. To the north, a single track road winds
through woods in Glen Lyon separating it from the Breadalbane – Schiehallion WLA (10). To the west
and separating it from the Lyon-Lochay WLA (11) a minor road follows the natural pass between Glen
Lyon and Loch Tay that contains the dramatic Lochan na Lairige reservoir and dam. Killin and Kenmore
are the closest settlement of any size, which serve as gateways for visitors to the area.
Steep slopes or woodland allow only intermittent views of the ridge from the minor roads along the
adjacent glens, but there are more prolonged views from the A827, where slopes are gentler and the
landscape more open, allowing many road users to appreciate the WLA at close range. There are also
views from the minor roads along the southern shore of Loch Tay and above Glen Quaich north west of
Amulree.
The entire area lies within the Loch Rannoch and Glen Lyon National Scenic Area (NSA) whose
description notes how ‘the enclosing mountains create a monumental backdrop, dwarfing the more
intricate, human-scale and detailed features at loch side, glen floor and lower slopes’.i The wild land
qualities of the Ben Lawers ridge contribute strongly to the perceived distinctiveness of the National
Nature Reserve (NNR) and the NSA. From the ridge, panoramic views to surrounding mountain areas
allow hill walkers to experience this WLA as part of a much more extensive mountain range, where the
intervening glens can seem minor interruptions.
Many hill walkers target Ben Lawers and the six adjacent Munros and one Corbett, and the area is also
popular for ski mountaineering. It has been described as ‘one of the most popular mountain walking
areas in Scotland, owing to the proximity of the Central Belt and the fact that there is easy access to the
hills from the National Trust for Scotland car park on the Lochan na Lairige road’.ii
The National Trust for Scotland (NTS) owns the southern part of the WLA, which is managed as a NNR
and is renowned for its arctic-alpine flora, many of which are rare and endangered species. NTS carries
out continual path maintenance, which is necessary due to the high numbers of visitors. Following the
removal of the original visitor centre in 2010, stone artworks beside a new NTS car park, now relocated
to a less visible site to the west of the road, interpret the natural and cultural history of the NNR.

Key attributes and qualities of the wild land area


Massive summits towering above the surrounding glens, allow the rugged qualities of
the WLA to be experienced at close range

The high, rugged mountains form a backdrop to the busier,
wide glen of Loch Tay and the narrower Glen Lyon, where the
contrast with the light green of the enclosed fields and
specimen trees of the estate landscapes highlight their rugged
qualities. The winding public roads that surround the WLA
provide a variety of views, where the elevation and steepness
of the awe-inspiring mountains can be fully appreciated at
relatively close range.
The exposed rock, crags, cliffs and scree of the ridges and
corries emphasise the sense of naturalness and the strong influence of geological processes within the
landscape. The massive bulk of Ben Lawers, steep slopes and exposed rock contribute to the arresting
quality of the mountains which, when seen from below, appear very imposing and contribute to a sense
of awe.

The bealachs and ridges are exposed and the steep, rocky
slopes and crags hold snow late into the season. At lower
levels the hummocky, often boulder-strewn moorland that
surrounds the mountainous interior can be disorientating and
the tussocky grass and heather with boggy sections make the
going arduous, especially once away from the better used
walkers’ paths and tracks. As a result, access to the peaks is
physically demanding and potentially high risk, adding to the
length of time needed to reach the interior and the sense of
remoteness.



The wild land area appears to form part of a larger mountain range and its extent is
difficult to appreciate

The smooth, massive bulk of Ben Lawers is clearly recognisable
in longer views but the lower slopes prevent views across the
area and from the periphery the extent of the WLA is
sometimes unclear.
From lower-lying areas, such as corries or amongst hummocky
moorland, there is a stronger sense of enclosure and fewer
clues as to the extent of the wild land area. Without long
distance views, there is greater focus on nearby details,
contributing to a greater sense of sanctuary and remoteness.

From the surrounding glens this wild land area is often seen in combination with the adjacent
Breadalbane - Schiehallion WLA (10) and Lyon-Lochay WLA (11) and in places these appear to form part
of the same mountain range, increasing the apparent extent of
the wild land area.
From the tops and higher slopes, there are distant views of
dispersed buildings and improved fields, hydro infrastructure,
tracks and forest plantations in Glen Lyon and along Loch
Rannoch below, which affect the sense of remoteness and
sanctuary. The eye is drawn more, however, by the succession
of ridges that seems to extend well beyond this WLA,
reinforcing the sense of ruggedness, awe inspiring qualities and
large scale of the Ben Lawers massif, and reducing the relative
effects of the human elements.
The extent is more evident to the south, especially towards the margins of the wild land area, where the
gentler slopes allow views of human artefacts and contemporary land use. Forest plantations facing

Loch Tay are especially visible from the tops and south-facing slopes of the WLA.
The only wind farms that are clearly visible lie to the east, where turbines are sufficiently close to allow
blade movement to be seen, adversely affecting the sense of remoteness and sanctuary.
Slopes above Glen Lyon and Lochan na Lairige are steeper and views into these glens drop away more
quickly on ascent, so limiting visibility in this direction.


A strong sense of naturalness, supported by proactive management for nature
conservation and recreation

Much of the WLA has a strong sense of naturalness, emphasised by the geological processes apparent in
the massive corries, U-shaped valleys and hummocky landform. Where rock is not exposed, the
mountains support a wide range of arctic-alpine plants, whilst lower slopes are covered by a mosaic of
rough grass, heather and bracken, with bog vegetation dominating flatter ground and small areas of
native woodland and scattered trees on lower slopes and in gullies. The diverse flora, areas of crags and
scree, waterfalls and some natural water bodies also contribute to the strong sense of naturalness of
the area.
Sheep graze throughout, although numbers decrease with elevation. Stock fences, some of which are
redundant, extend high up the mountain sides. Measures to protect and enhance the biodiversity of the

NNR generally strengthen the sense of naturalness and small exclosures for native woodland expansion
are often located within narrow glens where their effects are localised.
Fencing in more open ground can be more prominent, introducing linear elements that contrast
noticeably with the rugged landform, introducing human artefacts that indicate active management of
grazing regimes.
Routes to individual Munros and along the ridges between summits are generally easy to follow, wellsigned and obviously managed for recreation. Path improvements help to reduce erosion caused by the
many walkers that use them, especially across boggy terrain, but they nonetheless appear as human
artefacts and can have a localised effect on the sense of remoteness, naturalness and risk that would
otherwise be higher.



A readily accessible area, but surprisingly remote within the interior with few human
artefacts

Although no part of the wild land area is far from a public road, steep slopes, hummocky landform and
the surrounding woodland combine to screen views of roads with very little traffic noise to detract from
the strong sense of remoteness, sanctuary and solitude.
Apart from stock fences and some walkers’ paths and stone cairns, there are few human artefacts
within the mountainous interior. Away from the well-used routes that lead to Munros and follow
ridgelines, there are extensive areas with no paths or tracks, allowing a stronger sense of remoteness
and risk.
Where moorland slopes are gentler or less exposed, old stone
shielings and enclosures are common, providing reminders of
past use of the land. Many are only just discernible as human
artefacts and their isolation and small scale means that any
effects on the sense of remoteness or sanctuary are localised
and minor.
Some watercourses, such as Lawers Burn, are used for hydro
power. Although the concrete of intakes can discolour over
time, helping to reduce the contrast against exposed rock, the
straight lines, safety railings and glint of reflected light from
water are more noticeable in open parts of the landscape,
introducing obvious human artefacts. The reduced flow rate
downstream from intakes affects the sense of naturalness, also
making it easier to cross burns, so affecting the sense or risk
slightly.

Constructed hydro tracks also reduce the sense of risk and
remoteness of the lower slopes, reducing the time needed to
reach the interior. Some tracks, such as that along Gleann Dà
Eig, are well concealed by landform, whereas others, such as
the track to the intake on Lawers Burn cross open ground and
are more widely visible.
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